
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Memorandum 
 
Date: May 31, 2016 
 
To:  My dean, director, department chair, and other important people in my University 
 
From: Me, a National Urban Extension Leader 
  
Subject:  National Urban Extension Leaders (NUEL) meeting 
 
Leaders in urban Extension from 25 states gathered in Columbus, Ohio on May 23-26, 2016 for a 
three day meeting.  The National Urban Extension Leaders (NUEL) are dedicated Extension 
professionals that are excited about advocating and advancing the strategic importance and long 
term value of urban Extension activities.  The Ohio State University hosted the meeting and 
provided the resources to make the meeting a great success.  This was the sixth face-to-face 
meeting of NUEL, which had its first meeting in December 2013 in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.   
 
A major focus of this meeting was “Moving from Planning to Doing.”  With the formal recognition 
of NUEL’s “National Framework for Urban Extension” by Extension Committee on Organization 
Policy (ECOP), the group began working to develop strategies to achieve the overall goals identified in 
the paper and address ECOP’s questions and comments.  Throughout the meeting, five items were 
considered: 
 

 Priorities for urban Extension programming that could be delivered nationally with deep 
engagement and impact (e.g., urban agriculture, 4-H youth development, etc.) 

 Urban/rural connection and interdependence 
 Research and funding strategies to study urban Extension models 
 National conference, 2017 and beyond 
 National Association of Counties (NACo) and Large Urban County Caucus (LUCC) 

relationships and other potential partnerships 
 
NUEL has five Action Teams:  Communications, Strategic Alignment and Policy, Partnerships, Research, 
and Professional Development.  Each action team was asked to develop strategies of how the team can help 
address these items.  Here is a summary of the results: 
 
1. Priorities for urban Extension programming that could be delivered nationally with deep 

engagement and impact (e.g., urban agriculture, 4-H youth development, etc.) 
 

The Research Action Team is currently reviewing the 2015 Joint Council of Extension 
Professionals (JCEP) survey to identify emerging issues that can be used by NUEL’s Communication 
Action Team to cross-reference with success stories from the NUEL website (www.NUELAction.org) 



 

 

to determine if on-going programming already has begun to address some of these issues.  NUEL is 
also planning to develop a survey that can be distributed to help identify best urban programmatic 
models.  The Communications Action Team is also reviewing the success stories that have already been 
submitted to the NUEL website and has begun to develop a list of impacts from these stories.  This will 
help identify Extension programming that could be delivered nationally with deep impact. 
 

2. Urban/rural connection and interdependence 
 
A thought-leader from the Ohio State University, Elena Irwin, presented on the urban/rural 
connection and interdependence to provide the NUEL membership with some statistics on this 
important concept.  As a result, the NUEL Partnership Action Team will be looking to reach 
out to rural partners such as the USDA Rural Development Offices and NACo Rural Action 
Caucus (RAC).  The Communications Action Team is also reviewing existing success stories 
to identify any projects that have addressed this topic. 
 

3. Research and funding strategies to study urban Extension models 
 

The Research, Partnership, and Communications Action Teams are working together to help identify 
funding strategies to support NUEL and the research that is needed on existing urban Extension models.  
By reviewing the 2015 JCEP survey, the Research Action Team will help identify urban Extension 
research needs.  The NUEL survey will also help identify opportunities for research on urban Extension.  
The Communication Action Team is developing marketing materials that can be used to introduce 
NUEL to potential partners as well as solicit funding from various groups.  The Partnership Action 
Team is identifying potential partners and funding sources by focusing on common goals that NUEL 
can help partnership organizations better achieve. 
 
 

4. National conference, 2017 and beyond 
 

NUEL’s responsibility is to help identify universities that are willing to host the National Urban 
Extension Conference.  The 2017 National Urban Extension Conference will be in Bloomington, MN 
and sponsored by the University of Minnesota.  NUEL will identify one of the western states to host 
the 2019 conference.  NUEL began to discuss having an annual urban Extension conference starting in 
2020.  The alternative to this would be to have regional conferences in the off-years (2018, 2020, etc).  
A third alternative was to have a NUEL meeting that includes professional development opportunities.  
These ideas were well-received but require more discussion.  The conversation is expected to continue 
on the up-coming monthly NUEL Steering Committee conference calls. 
 

5.  NaCo and LUCC relationship 
 

The Communications Action Team is developing marketing materials to approach 
organizations like NACo and LUCC.  The Partnership Action Team is working to identify 
existing relationships within potential partnership organizations so initial introductions can be 
made and discussions of partnership agreements can be facilitated.   

 
The Strategic Alignment and Policy Action Team continues to work to refine the operating 
procedure for NUEL and to identify national opportunities to align urban Extension efforts with 
other national urban initiatives.  The Professional Development Action Team continues to explore 



 

 

the professional development needs of urban Extension professionals.  The NUEL Survey will 
help them identify additional needs in this area. 
 
This was a crucially important meeting for NUEL.  Over the last 2½ years, NUEL has been creating 
a foundation for the organization and fostering relationships among the urban Extension 
professionals that have come together to move this common agenda forward.  Since NUEL has 
gained acceptance by ECOP, the group is now focusing on developing a national urban Extension 
network that will fit within the existing cooperative Extension system, providing urban Extension 
professionals opportunities to collaborate with colleagues across the nation.  This national network 
will also provide an opportunity to collect impacts at a national scale that can be used to garnish 
additional resources from groups other than USDA.  There is also an effort to develop a procedure 
for incorporating urban Extension impacts into the USDA National Impact Database.   
 
All the NUEL members truly appreciate the continued support of our deans and directors.  Our 
next meeting is scheduled for December 6-8, 2016 in New Jersey or Maryland. 


